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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION 11I-

t

Reports No. 50-456/91010(DRSS);50-457/91008(DRSS)

Docket Nos. 50-456; 50-457 Licenses No. NPF-72; NPF-77

Licensee: Comonwealth Edison Company
Opus West III
1400 Opus Place
Downers Grove, IL 60515 7

Facility Name: Braidwood Station, Units 1 and 2

Inspection At: Braidwood Site, Braidwood, Illinois-
.

Inspection; Conducted: . March 11-22, 1991

Yh k |/}~/g g .

Inspector: H. . Kunowski ,

Senior-Radiation Specialist Date !

#*1 /
Reviewed By:. M. C. Schumacher, Chief

Radiological Controls and Date__
Chemistry Section

'Inspection Summary

Inspection on March 11-22, 1991-(Reports No. 50-456/91010(DRSS);
50-457/91008(DRSS))
Areas Inssected: Routine inspection of the radiation protection rogram-

Turing a Jnit 1 refueling' outage (Inspection. Procedure.(IP) 83750 . The
inspector also reviewed the licensee's actions on-several previous inspection
findings (IP 92701), recurrent problems with a safety-related area' radiation
monitor (IP84750),andseveralrecenttransportationproblems(IP86750). >

=Results: The licensee's radiation protection program is generally good.
In.1990, a year with a refueling outage, the station person-rem total was

--low at 188 and the number of personnel contaminations was' also low.
Similarly, in 1991, tof date, radiological controls were generally well
planned and implemented. .However, weaknesses were noted for contamination
control (Section 9) and radiological protection coverage of steam generator-
work (Section6). A violation for failure to_ survey a package of radioactive -
material prior to transportation was also identified (Section 10).-
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

40. F. Ambler, Health Physics Supervisor
M. Auer, Technical Staff Engineer
J. O. Burkett, Health Physicist

+E. W. Carroll, Regulatory Assurance
J. Chojnicki, Shift Engineer

+A. J. D' Antonio, Quality Control (QC) Supervisor
+J. E. Groth, Production Superintendent
+A. R. Haeger, Regulatory Assurance Supervisor
M. J. Harper, Nuclear Quality Programs (NQP) Engineer
B. S. Humphries, Westinghouse Outage Manager
C. Ingold, ALARA Coordinator
R. Koback, Health Physicist

+K. L. Kofron, Station Panager
+R. D. Kyrouac, NQP Superintendent
+G. R. Masters, Assistant Superintendent of Operations
+D. E. O'Brien, Technical Superintendent
D. P. Overbeck, Group Leader, Training
D. Poi, Health Physicist
E. H. Roche, Lead Health Physicist-Operations

+R. L. Thacker, Lead Health Physicist-Technical

The inspector also spoke with other licensee and contractor personnel.

+S. G. DuPont, NRC Senior Resident Inspector
R. A. Kopriva, NRC Resident Inspector

+N. Shah, NRC Radiation Specialist

+ Denotes those present at the exit meeting on March 22, 1991.

2. General

This was a routine inspection of the radiation protection (RP) program
conducted during the Unit I refueling outage. In addition, the inspector
reviewed everal previous inspection findings, the licensee's actions
regarding recurrent problems with a safety-related area radiation
monitor, and several problems with the shipment of radioactive material.
There have been no major changes in the RP program since previously
inspected in early and mid-1990.-

3. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings (IP 92701)

(Closed) Open Item (456/90009-02; 457/90009-02): The licensee agreed to
update the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR)-pertMning to the
containment atmosphere sampling portion of the post-accident sampling
system, and to evaluate the need for additional shielding r.t the
containment atmosphere sampling panel. The UFSAR has been updated and
an evaluation has been completed indicating that the present shielding
is adeauate. This item is closed.
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-_(Closed)Open_Iten(456/8902502;457/89025-02):. Conduct NRC-review of
the licensee's quality control efforts for Radiation Work Permits (RWPs).
A review of selected RWPs by the-inspectoriindicated that:the licensee
had significantly reduced the amount of extraneous records included in >

L the RWPs and ensured that RKP requirements and recomendations were
explicit. This item is closed.

4 Audits and Appraisals (IP 83750)

The inspector reviewed.the resulte of several audits and appraisair-

conducted of the licensee's RP program by. the onsite quality. assura,1ce
group and by two offsite peer review groups. These audits were indepth
and generally stressed performance. ~No significant findings were
identified and all three groups concluded that the RP program was good.
No problems were noted with the station's response to identified concerns.

L Discussions with NQP personnel and a review of the recently initiated

documenting _ surveillances)ystem (a computerized system for scheduling and
Field Monitoring Reports s

and the audit plan for NQP Audit No. 20-91-15,
scheduled for early April 1991,Lindicated that greater emphasis is being-
placed on tracking-and trending oversight activities, and on-increased
auditor preparation time and audit plan detail.--

The inspector also reviewed recent Radiological Occurrence Reports.

i (RORs). RORs are a means for;the licensee to document radiation
i protection problems and associated corrective actions.--The review

indicated that the-ROR program was adequate. Although most PORs were
j thoroughly-investigated.by the licensee and satisfactory, corrective _ *

j actions taken, several had not been acted on promptly by _RP~ personnel-
~

and one had been closed out without completion of all necessary,:

action. This matter was discussed with RP management who promptly
addressed the inspector's concerns. The licensee's ROR program will be

! reviewed during future inspections.
4
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Mo violations-of-NRC requirements were identified by the inspector.
;

5. PlenningandPreparation(IP83750)4.
i

| The licensee's planning and preparation of work for the Unit 1 outage was
i reviewed during a recent i_nspection (Inspection Reports-No. 50-456/91005;
j No. 50-457/91005) and determined to be good. During theicurrent

inspection, theLinspector noted that implementation was generally well,

i done. The- RP group-also performed well- in-'respondng_.to several large
i areacontaminationincidents(Section9). Dose _to.-RP personnel and to
| decontaminationworkers(deconners)waskept-low-andnopersonnel

' contaminations occurred,

j No violations of HRC requirements were identified.

| '6 Training and Qualifications (IP 83750).

| The 11censee recently developed and presented an advanced radworker
{ training course. It is a two-day course, with one day of lecture and

one day spent on mockups. Class size is kept.small, with usually 7'

\.
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individuals per class. To date, only permanent employees have attended. !
The inspectors discussion with the lead instructor and course developer
and review of the instructional materials (lesson plans,-mockups etc) '

used indicated the course should be effective in improving radiological
worker skills. An innovative feature of the course is the use of i

radiocontrolled survey meters that give a more realistic simulation
of radiological conditions by allowing the instructor to change _ meter
readings without overtly intruding into exercise.

The inspector also reviewed portions of the licensee's training program
for permanent (house) and temporary radiation protection technicians
(RPTs). No problems were-identified. Before becoming a house RPT, an

.

'

individual is required to satisfactorily complete a two-week plant
systems course. The course is also required of new staff health
physicists, technical staff engineers, and other non-licer. sed personnel
and is not tailored specifically for RPTs. Depending on the instructor,
it may or may not include specifics of radiological hazards associated
with various plant components, such as intore detectors. However,-
through the RP department's continuing training program, which includes t

" required reading" material and a minimum of 80 hours per year classroom
training, RPTs receive training on recent industry problems discussed ini

INP0 and NRC documents.

The inspector also reviewed the licensee's training and certification |

program for contract RPTs. During the current outage, there are two
contract RPTs groups onsite: Westinghouse-Numanco, providing coverage
for steam generator work, and Power Systems Energy Services Inc.,
(PSEST), providing coverage for most of the other containment work.
Staff health physicists (HPs) review the resumes of all contract techs
prior to their hire. The inspector confirmed that the review includes,

L telephoning one or more of the places-listed on the resume to verify the
informaticn listed and to-obtain any information on the individual's-"

I performance. Based on this review, the techs are designated as either-
| junior or senior techs after ; comparison of the work experience with
| corporate guidance. Subsequently, the techs are given a written exam to

assess their knowledge of health physics and are given training and an
exam on plant procedures. Questions-in the licensee's exam banks are,

; ranked according to difficulty and those on the exams for junior techs
are ranked lower than those given to senior techs. A score of 80% or
better on the exams is required, with one retake allowed. ;

The inspector identified no problems with the training and certification
of the cont _ract RPTs during the review of records and lesson plans.
However, observctions in containment by the inspector, discussions with
-licensee personnel, and a review of other licensee records. indicated poor
overall quality of the RP coverage provided by contractors for steam
generator work as evidenced by two exposures exceeding the licensee's
administrative limits and at._least. ten avoidable- personnel contaminations-
occurred. Although the licensee increased its oversight of this group
on response to the problems and the contractor's onsite supervisor _was
replaced, additional actions are necessary in the upcoming Unit'2 refueling
outage, when steam generator RP coverage will be provided by the same
contractor. This matter will be reviewed during a future inspection.

No violations of HRC requirements were identified,
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7. External Exoosure Control (IP 83750)

The inspector reviewed the licensee's implementation of portions of the
external exposure control program, including personal dosimetry. No
major problems were identified. Discussions with the licensee and a
review of records indicated that in 1990 and 1991, to date, there have
been no regulatory overexposures. The licensee's investigations of
administrative overexposures and other exposure problems were usually
thorough and well documented. Through the use of low administrative
limits and overall good job planning, the licensee has been able to
maintain a low dose total. In 1990, with one refueling outage, the
station dose total was 188 person-rem. In 1991, with two refueling
outages scheduled, the licensee has established a goal of 354 person-rem.

Despite this generally good performance, the dose to workers
surveying and cleaning up several large area spills that occurred
in 1990 and 1991 (Section 9) represents an unnecessary and preventable
addition to the station dose total.

No violations of NRC requirements were identified.

8. internal Exposure Control (IP 83750)

The inspector reviewed the licensee's implementation of portions of the
internel exposure control program. This review included records and
work activities related to air sampling, respirator fit testing, and
whole-body counting. No major problems were identified. Exposures in
1990 and 1991, to date, have been well below the 40 MPC-hour regulatory
investigation level. No measurable uptakes resulted from the recent
spills (seeSection9).

The inspector specifically reviewed the records of three workers who
were sprayed with reactor coolant in an incident on October 4, 1990
(Section9). Surface contamir.ation levels on the workers ranged from
1000-10000 dpm/frisker probe area. All three were readily decontaminated
on October 4 to a level below the sensitivity of the frisker. Subsequent
initial WBCs detected no internal contamination for one worker but
approximately 15 and 60 nanocuries, respectively, of co-58 were seen in
WBCs of the other two workers. No C0-58 was seen during followup WBCs
on October 7, 1990. The small activity present from October 4-6, 1990,
whether present as diffuse skin contamination or in the gastro-intestinal
tract indicated a intake less than one tenth of one percent of the
regulatory linit on intake for a calendar oaarter.

The inspector also noted two recent enhancements to the program:
the purchase of a large number of powered air purifying respirators [
(PAPRs), which are usually more comfortable to wear than negative- i

pressure, air purifying respirators or air-line respirators, and
vendor certification that the station's whole-body counter operates

,

; in accordance with current ANSI the performance criteria.
|

| No vielations of NRC requirements were identified.
|

|
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9. Control of Radioactive'itaterials and Contamination', Surveys, and
Monitoring (IP 83750)

In 1990, a year with one' refueling outage,-the station experienced
172 personnel contaminations events (PCEs) which is good performance.
In 1991, as discerned during the current inspection by discussions,-
observations, and record review, performance has been generally-
comparable although, as noted in Section 6, a number of un_necessary,

PCEs resulted from poor contractor RP oversight of steam generator work.
The inspector noted. good-licensee _ performance in strippable coating-was
used for the post refueling decontamination of the reactor cavity
(also done during the Unit 2 refueling cutage in spring, 1990) and
in the cleanup of a 1500-gallon spill of highly contaminated water from
the "B" steam generator. The cavity decontamination allowed work to be
done without respirators and the cleanup of the. spill was accomplished
without personnel contamination.

Notwithstanding the-low number of personne1' contamination events,
significant contamination spread accompanied several operational events
since May 1990. The most significant of'these events are listed below,

a. May 10, 1990: -a large portion of the Unit 2 curved wall area
and the RHR/CS pump rooms were contaminated when a vent valve

-was inadvertently left open during a fill and vent operation
(Inspection Reports No. 456/90012;457/90015),

b. October 1, 1990: the auxiliary building sump rooms and the
floor drain tank room became highly contaminated when 25000
gallons of reactor coolant system water _ inadvertently drained
through a partia11y'open RHR pump suction drain line-isolation
valve and overloaded sum and tank capacity (Inspection Reports
No. 456/90019; 457/90022 .

c. October 4, 1990: a large portion of the Unit 1, curved wall area
and-the RHR/CS pump rooms were contaminated when approximately
600 gallons of coolant sprayed from a vent valve during the
improper performance of two surveillances on the RHR system.
Three wurkers were contaminated during the-event and one worker
was contaminated after the event. One contaninated worker was
also burned during the spill (Inspection. Reports No.'456/90020
and No. 456/90023).

d. February 21, 1991: An. estimated 500-760 gallons of contaminated
water was spilled in the Unit 1 containment when a nitrogen fill
line on the "10" safety injection accumulator was cut as part of
a modification. About two days before the spill, the accumulator
water . level had been verified- to be below -the penetration point
of the fill line,-

e. February 26, 1991: contaminated gas (mainly noble gas) was '

released into the Unit I containment resulting.in-low-level
contamination of the containment access control point in the
fuel handling building and the inoperability of whole-body-

,
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contamination monitors in the area because of high background.
The gas had been released from the waste gas header via the
reactor coolant drain tank because of the incorrect sequencing
of a tag out for maintenance.

f. f ebrua ry 28, 1991: the 377' elevation in the Unit I containment
was flooded when approximately 1500 gallons of reactor coolant
spilled f rom the "1B" steam generator af ter the removal of the
diaphragm. Approximately 5 person-rem was received during the
subsequent cleanup.

Corrective actions for the events have been reviewed by the NRC resident
inspector and appropriate enforcement actions have been taken. The
NRC concern for the high frequency of the spills and the potentiel
radiological hazards will be discussed further with the licensee (0 pen
Item 456/91010-01(DRSS);457/91008-01(DRSS)).

No violations of NRC requirements were identified; however, one weakness
for control of contamination was identified.

10. Transportation of Radioactive Materials (IP 86750)

The inspector reviewed two recent problems with the shipment of
radioactive material. These problems are discussed below,

a. On December 13, 1990, approximately 20 surplus process radiation
monitoring skids and parts of skids, many containing exempt
checksources of Cl-36 (0.05 microcurie per source) and Cs-137 (8
microcuries per source) were shipped from Braidwood to a
Chicago-area scrap yard. The licensee stated that sources were
inadvertently lef t in the skids. The sources were discovered by
scrap yard employees on January 24, 1991, when.they began to
dismantle the skids and saw radioactive materials labels inside the,

junction-box like structures that housed the check sources. No

j warning label was required on the box exterior because the
sources are low level and are exempt from licensing. Not all
of the boxes contained sources and the licensee's survey or the
premises found no detached sources or any abnormal radiation
levels. Based on the survey and statements by scrap yard personnel
who stated that none of the junction boxes had been disassembled,
the licensee concluded it was unlikely that any sources were lef t

I at the scrap yard. Nor were any detached sources found in a search
! of the licensee's own premises but it was determined that sources
( and boxes were sometimes transferred from one monitor skid to another.

The licensee's corrective actions included searching onsite;

| buildings for equipment containing exempt sources and, where found,
! posting signs that instructed personnel to call RP prior to removal

of the equipment. In addition, the problem was discussed with
plant personnel responsible for disposing of the remaining skids,

b. On February 19, 1991, the local nuclear laundry notified Braidwood
that a shipment of boxes of contaminated protected clothing
received on February 18, contained 11 boxes, whereas the shipping

7
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papers listed only 10 boxes. The licensee subsequently submitted
a revised shipping paper to the laundry that listed the activity
contained in the box as 33.24 millicuries of Fe-55, Co-58, Ni-63,
Co-60, Mn-54, Cr-51, Nb-95, and Fe-59.

The' licensee's investigation _ determined that the extra box was
inadvertently shipped on February 18 and was not surveyed prior to
shipment. The box apparently had been left in the loading area
during the loading of a previous laundry shipment after it was
determined that it was not part of that shipment. Discussions with
licensee quality control (QC) and RP personnel and a review of
records by the inspector, indicated that QC personnel listed 11
boxes on the QC checklist for the February 18th shipment. However,
the discrepancy between that list and the shipping papers was not
noticed when QC and RP met to review the shipant documentation
prior to the RP staff health physicist signing -the ship >ing papers
and authorizing the shipment. A survey of the box by tie laundry -
indicated that radiation and contamination levels were well below
the Department of Transportation regulations in 49 'CFR 173.441 and
173.443.

49 CFR 173.475 requires that before each shipment of radioactive
material the shipper ensure that the external radiation and
contamination levels are within applicable' limits. These limits
are specififed in 49 CFR 173.441 and 173.443. The failure of the
licensee to survey the box is a violation of 10 CFR 71.5, which
requires the licensee to follow Department of Transportation .i

-

regulations (Violation 456/91010-02(DRSS);457/91008-02(DRSS)).

The licensee's-corrective actions to prevent recurrence of the
problem were reviewed by the inspector and appeared adequate.
These actions included requiring the person who loads shipments
to list what items are loaded and requiring the health physicist
to compare this list to other shipping records prior to release
of the shipment. In addition, RP.and QC personnel received training
on this problem.

One violation of HRC requirements was identified.

11. Maintaining Occupational Exposure ALARA (IP 83750)

As discussed in Sections 8-10, the licensee has maintained the exposure
of workers to external radiation and internal contamination to a low
level.

This has been accomplished through strong management su456/89025(DRSS)pportof a good ALARA program (Inspection Reports No. ;
457/89025(DRSS),and 456/90008(ORS);457/90008(DRS)). Several practices
noted during the current inspection that have likely contributed to the
good ALARA effort included the use of the same mechanical maintenance
foreman on the reactor head work and the same contract ALARA coordinator--
for steam generator work as were used in the-previous two refueling
outages, and the use of a strippable coating for the reactor cavity
decon. Two other jobs that exemplified good ALARA efforts were-the
preparation for shipment of a high integrity container with dose

~

readings on the surface of several R/ hour and the capture of e hot-

particle / fragment reading 220 R/ hour from the reactor cavity skimmer

8
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filter. Both were nonroutine jobs involving high dose rates which
were accomplished with minimal exposure. One licensee ALARA effort
during the Unit 2 refueling outage in spring =1990 and the current
outage that was not demonstrably successful-was hydrogen peroxide
addition. Although it resulted in 9000 cavity water clarity and
reduced doses rates on the refueling bridge during fuel movements,
the' effects on general area dose rates inside containment were
inconclusive.

No violations of HRC requirements were identified.

12. Continuing Problems with the Unit 2-Containment Fuel Handling Area
I<adiation Monitors (IP 84750)

On March 8 and 9,'1991, spurious spiking on the Unit 2 Containiment Fuel
Handling incident Area Radiation Monitor, 2RT-AR012, resulted in a Train-
B Containment Ventilation Isolation signal (as described-in Licensee-
EventReport(LER) 457/91-001). The detector was replaced-several days
later and sent to the manufacturer for failure cause analysis. The=
licensee's believes that the spikes resulted when the solenoid-o erated
shutterthatopensforthe-periodic,automaticsource'checkoftpie
detector did not close properly at the end of the source check. The
licensee also indicated that this problem may be responsible for three
recent, similar spiking-events, described ~in Inspection Reports No.
50-456/91005; 50-457/91005. The results of the manufacturer's failure

,

analysis and the licensee's review to determine if the failed detectors1

|
were from one' batch will be reviewed in a future inspection.

No violations of NRC requirements were identified.
;

-

13. PlantTours-(IP83750)

i The inspector toured the-licensee's facilities, including the Unit 1
! containment, and made independent dose r_ ate measurements. Housekeeping
; was adequate and dose rate measurements agreed with the licensee's-

postings and survey results. Lighting in certain areas of containment
,

; was poor. This was discussed with the' licensee who agreed to relamp
these areas. Radiation workers at various jobs were also observed; no

,

j majcr problems were identified.
!

! No violations of HRC requirements were identified.
!

14. Exit?teetinq
,

A meeting was held v:Ith individuals denoted in Section 1 at the,

conclusion of the inspection to discuss the tentative findings of the-
,

inspection. Specifit. ally, the inspector discussed the good efforts in-

. the advanced radiation worker training course (Section 6), the poor
! quality of the RP coverage of steam generator work (Section 6), the low

dose total and number of personnel c.ontaminations= for 1990 (Sections 7.

and 9), the shipment survey violation-(Section 10), and the concern over*

'

the number of spills (Section 9). The licensee acknowledged the-,

inspector's findings and did not identify any-tentative inspection report
material as proprietary.
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